SUBI COFFEE TRAIL
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ESTIMATED WALK TIME 14 MINS* • 1.1 KMS
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1. CAFE CAFE

8. COMMUNITY COFFEE CO.

15. LITTLE ROKEBY

2. LOUIS BAXTERS

9. THE JAFFLE SHACK

16. SORGANIC

3. SAN CHURRO

10. MILK’D

17. CHEZ JEAN CLAUDE

4. 1982 FOOD & COFFEE

11. BRUNCH MAKERS

18. THE CORNER STORE

5. ARCHITECTS & HEROES

12. BREW-HA

19. CAFE MELOGRANO

6. DOME

13. WHISK CREAMERY

20. BOUCLA

7. BLACKLIST COFFEE
ROASTERS

14. SPRING ESPRESSO
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know
your
coffee

Made with espresso, steamed
and foamed milk – it resembles
an Italian friars habit or ‘capuchin’
which is where this delicious
beverage derived its name.

kap-oo–chee-noh

cappuccino

Add a sprinkle
of powdered chocolate
and you’re good
to go!

It’s all in the method - a strong,
concentrated coffee made by
forcing pressurised water through
finely ground coffee beans.

e-spres-oh

espresso

Served in a small cup called
a demitasse, take it quickly,
like a shot.

long mac

deliciously-WA

A WA special, topped up
with velvety milk for a longer,
smoother drink without losing
strength – but don’t top it up
too much – or you might as
well order a latte!

Born out of Australia and now
ubiquitous the world over.
A Hugh Jackman favourite
endorsed by his NY-based
coffee company.

flat white

tell-it-like-it-is

This smooth Australian
export served with the velvety
part of the steamed milk –
definitely no froth!

long black

keep-the-crema

short mac

take-the-edge-off

Why use too many vowels
when you’re in a rush
- a short mac means a
‘spotting’ of milk foam on
top of your espresso –
just a dash.

A great way to extract a consistent
flavour of coffee - and these flavours
vary greatly depending on the type of
coffee and the extraction method.

batch brew

look-at-my-shiny-bike

A purists approach to
sampling the wide ranging
tastes of black coffee. Simple,
elegant and delicious!

Drawn from an espresso, poured
over hot water. When done well –
you’ll retain the crema and indulge
in a little luxury when you drink this
long black elixir. A classic!

